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***** Print on Demand *****.In The Distance between Hopes and Dreams, author Charles Lobaito
presents a collection of poetry that embodies and explores the human spirit. We all wish to be great,
and we all dream beyond the heights of our imagination. The verses contained here examine those
wishes and dreams their conception and their accomplishment. Each poem in this volume offers a
journey a literary awakening into the places we know and beyond. The collection combines three
books of poetry into one volume. Perception of the Navigator focuses on seizing one s destiny. The
Epiphany Maker explores the abstract and the discovery of fate. Notebooks from the Past reflects on
life in its search for peace. From love to war, hope to promise, history to time, freedom to
knowledge, the verses in this collection share honest, witty, and philosophical considerations of life
at the dawn of the twenty-first century. The Distance between Hopes and Dreams seeks to bring out
the poet and dreamer in all of us. If Dreams Were Keys There d Be No Locks Door I If dreams were
keys there d be no...
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Reviews
This book might be well worth a study, and much better than other. Indeed, it can be perform, continue to an amazing and interesting literature. I realized
this publication from my i and dad suggested this book to find out.
-- Dejua n Rippin
This is actually the best book i actually have go through right up until now. It generally will not price an excessive amount of. I discovered this book from
my dad and i suggested this book to understand.
-- Nor ma Ca r r oll
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